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Current Opinion in Chemical Biology continues its tradition of publishing
reviews pertaining to Analytical techniques. This year, the editors have made
an extra effort to coordinate reviews that are not only in the main stream of
the analytical sciences, but are also emerging disciplines and ones likely to
become at the forefront of analytical techniques in the near future. A special
effort has been made, therefore, to select timely reviews in this regard.
Reviews include traditional topics, such as the current uses of NMR in
protein analysis and the mass spectral analysis of biomolecular interactions,
as well as more exotic and emerging areas of analytical research such as:
surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) for narcotic detection; the
current perspectives of zinc sensing in cells; the role of quantum dots as
new molecular probes in chemical biology; fiber-optic sensors and their
applications in chemical biology, and the emerging uses and future visions of
plasmon light scattering in both biology and medicine.
These articles should serve to provide readers with an overview of current
and exciting emerging analytical techniques. In closing, we would like to
thank the authors for their excellent timely contributions, which clearly
show the diversity of analytical techniques in chemical biology.
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